Avaya IX™ Subscription

Accelerate Your Digital Transformation

Realize the many benefits of a subscription purchasing model for your on-premises Avaya communications systems:

1. Lower business risk and improve operational agility
2. Streamline and optimize your purchasing process
3. Gain greater flexibility to add new services and users
4. Get access to exclusive discounts and benefits

How it Works

Subscribe to use Avaya software and services for a specific quantity of users and/or agents.

Pay with monthly or annual payments

Your subscription includes Avaya software—including access to deploy the latest releases as available, and Avaya support for your on-premises solutions. Devices can also be added to the subscription.

All-in-One Package

Combine software, support, and devices into a single subscription to simplify purchase, upgrade, and support processes and align with cloud transformation ambitions.

Upgrade Advantage

Includes software upgrade rights

Can include latest Avaya IX™ Devices

Avaya IX™ Subscription

• Always have access to latest software
• 24/7 support included
• Usage flexibility
• Easily add cloud services and devices

Support Advantage

Provides support as outlined in support contract

Streamlines the addition of cloud services

Purchasing Avaya Intelligent Xperiences™ Software and Services Your Way

Perpetual License

• Support and upgrade contracts are attached
• Enterprise-agreement option
• Device-as-a-service option*

Subscription

• Support and upgrades included
• Rate card pricing
• Enterprise-agreement option
• Device-as-a-service option*

Cloud

• Support and upgrades included
• Rate card pricing
• Device-as-a-service option*

To learn more visit avaya.com/subscription

*Device as a Service available for select countries
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